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QUIZ 18 
 History & Geography 

1 At the centre of a medieval castle, surrounded by walls and 
moats was a tall tower, what was it called? 

2 In which seaside resort is there a Nelson's Column? 
3 A plane full of British tourists flies from Holland to Spain. It 

crashes in France. Where should the survivors be buried? 
4 Known to the Australian aborigines as Ulluru, what is the 

monolith better known as to the 50,000 visitors who flock to 
see it annually? 

Science & Nature  
5 What is the medical term for loss of memory? 
6 A rope ladder over the side of a ship has rungs which are 1 

foot (1/3 metre) apart. Exactly 11 rungs are showing above 
the water level. The tide rose 8 feet (8/3 metres); how many 
rungs would now be showing? 

7 From which animal do we get catgut? 
8 To what genus of fruit trees do orange, lemon and lime 

belong? 
Language & Literature 

9 Spell ‘reminiscence’. 
10 Which author created the character Biggles? 
11 What two words have the most letters in it? 
12 What ITB means inherited or ingrained? 
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Mathematics 
13 How many yards in a chain? 
14 What is the product of the numbers on a telephone key pad 

[ie multiply all the numbers together]? 
15 My house number is between 100 and 1000. 

The digits are in ascending order. 
If you divide the number by 5, there is 1 left over. 
The digits are all different. 
The number is even, but two of the digits are odd. 
The digits total 10. 

16 Find four consecutive odd numbers which add up to a total of 
80. 

Sport 
17 What sport will be played at Horse Guard's Parade when 

London hosts the 2012 Summer Olympic Games? 
18 How can you throw a cricket ball as hard as you can, and 

make it stop and return to you, without hitting anything and 
with nothing attached to it? 

19 Olympics. Gold, silver and bronze. What do participants who 
achieve 4th to 8th place receive? 

20 Why do golfers usually wear an extra pair of trousers? 
Music 

21 In "When I'm 64" what are the names of the Grandchildren? 
22 Could this song title be public transport for Harry Potter? 

Who? (2 words, last letter s) 
23 Many, many keys I have, but no door I unlock. Four strong 

legs and enchanting voice, Yet I never run or talk. What am I? 
24 Which American rock band was formed in Franklin, Tennessee, 

in 1999, consisting of brothers Anthony Caleb Followill, Ivan 
Nathan Followill, and Michael Jared Followill, with their cousin 
Cameron Matthew Followill? 
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Art & Entertainment 
25 What is the name of Ned Flanders' late wife in TV's The 

Simpsons? 
26 Who played Al Capone in the 1987 film The Untouchables? 
27 What is it that you put on the table, cut, pass around, but 

don't eat? 
28 What name is given to paintings that show a visual likeness of 

someone's face? 
General Knowledge 

29 What upper case (capital) letter of the English alphabet (in 
plain sans serif font, ie no little lines on the top or bottom) 
requires that the pen be lifted from the paper twice (providing 
no lines are re-traced)? 

30 The greengrocer stands 6 feet tall, has a 46 inch chest, and 
wears size 12 shoes. Now what do you think he weighs? 

31 What is the connection between Ben Corson and Roger 
Stoughton and riot control? 

32 A regular six-sided die has three sides marked "YES" and 
three sides marked "NO". What question could be asked so 
that the outcome is truthful, no matter what the result 
happens to be? 

Another Word 
For each question, what single word goes with each given word to 

form another word or word pair? For example, if the given words are 
volley, field, and bearing, then the answer would be ball, because the 
word ball can be added to each of the other words to form volleyball, 

ballfield, and ball bearing. 
33 Back – short - watch 

34 Blue – cake - cottage 
35 Stool – powder - ball 
36 Big – soil - table 
Team Name  
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Quiz 18 Puzzles 

1  

2 
 

3  

Please write answers on this sheet. 
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4 
On picture B circle 12 distinct differences from picture A. 
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QUIZ 18 Answer Sheet 
Team Name  

Puzzles 
Please answer the puzzles on the puzzle sheet. 

History & Geography 
1  
2  
3  
4  

Science & Nature 
5  
6  
7  
8  

Language & Literature 
9  
10  
11  
12  

Mathematics 
13  
14  
15  
16  
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Sport 
17  
18  
19  
20  

Music 
21  
22  
23  
24  

Art & Entertainment 
25  
26  
27  
28  

General Knowledge 
29  
30  
31  
32  

Another Word 
33 Back – short – watch: 
34 Blue – cake – cottage: 
35 Stool – powder – ball: 
36 Big – soil – table: 

And remember… 
… I don't know what your problem is, but I'll bet it's hard to pronounce. 
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